You can ride anywhere alone.
AK parking lot.
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iexplosions,
t may have been the gun shooting, the
or just the drunken mayhem?

Or perhaps it was the earliest shredding
segments from the Creatures of Habit videos or the true soul-slashing opening segment in 91 Words for Snow. Each proves
Mike Basich’s commitment to snowboarding for the past 20 years. Through his riding and his creative approach to photography, Basich has been consistently
influencing the ever-evolving snowboard
industry. He has traveled thousands of
miles to document the sport by shooting
it all himself. Armed with a conversion van,
and the will to return to Alaska time and
time again – Basich has delivered images
with his trademark style. “241” – his clothing line for the past 15 years, has the street
cred most companies fail to achieve.
Add up this type of dedication on all levels
and you get what we like to call an ICON.
So kick back and enjoy the words and
photos of Icon Mike Basich.

Gunning it. AK: SELF PORTRAIT
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Mike in the park.
Mt Hood, Oregon: SELF PORTRAIT

Acid Drop
Brighton, UT: SELF PORTRAIT
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This is the first time I have ever sat down to write
about why I do what I do. It’s hard to put something like this into words. I typically stay away from
it. I think people speak most clearly through the
work they do. You know, actions speaking louder
than words. Or another cliché: a photo can hold
a thousand words. I agree. Even so, I will try to
use words here to shed some light on my work
and my life.
I have always made things. Mud pies. Tree
houses. Messes. Rubberband guns. I have always
known that creating things is my greatest gift. I
have never been talented at explaining things
through words. I just take things within reach and
shape them to my liking. I never really had a plan
of how I would create something, I just would.
The result for me is a 16-year snowboard career
where I have had the good fortune of being on
both sides of the camera.
I have so many ideas to capture on film.
Years ago, I finally captured my first self portrait on
film. All of my photos from that day forward were
my way of communicating what snowboarding
means to me.
I have found myself at times in my career
wondering if I’ll keep the drive to stay in the industry. Each year I hope to find something new
in the sport, and that’s what keeps me in it.

Sledding: SELF PORTRAIT

Riding with his dog: SELF PORTRAIT
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Powder:
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SELF PORTRAIT

Mike B. (air) and Jason Ford (turn)
Doubles:
SELF PORTRAIT

Mike and Sketchy D
Mt.Hood, Oregon: SELF PORTRAIT
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Ceilo Session: SELF PORTRIAT
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TWO SIDES PANT

DA pant

TS pant

WW pant

10,000 mm laminated
Pants joint system
3-D shell design
Waist/Inner Cuff
Super fit waist adjuster
Double ventalation
Key Hook
D-ring
Widen hem button
Stretch snow cuff
Lace hook
Hem lift up function

I dove into the business side of things in my young
years, seemed funny at 18 to get paid to promote
someone’s company. So I started my own company at 18, in 1991. this was the birth of Two For One
clothing. Something that has stayed with me 100%
all the way. This started off as a silk screen hobby in
the back yard for a few years. Went from that to hiring a factory in San Fransisco to making outer wear.
And from that day on, 241 took off. Mostly in Japan.
It has been underground for pretty much the entire
life of it. Mostly because I did just enough to keep it
up and running in a healthy way. This way I could still
ride and truly make a outer wear from a riders view
of things. All I really wanted to do was be able to
wear clothes that really worked for riding. It has taken
years to make factories try new things. Again it goes
back to that daring of taking the step forward into
the unknown. This has gotten me in a place now that
241 has been taking clothing to a newer fine tuned
level on how to make outer wear, I may blowing my
own horn here, but it is straight from being proud of
what I have made.
241-usa.com
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I dove into the business side of things in my younger years.
When I was 18 it seemed strange to get paid to promote
someone else’s company. That’s why I strated “Two For
One” clothing company in 1991. It started off as a silk
screen hobby in the back yard, and grew to a full-on factory
in San Francsico producing outerwear. From then, 241 took
off. Japan has been the biggest market, and underground
at the same time. I did just enough to keep it up and running in a healthy way. This way I could still ride and make
outerwear from a rider’s point of view. All I really wanted to
do was be able to wear clothes that really worked for riding. It has taken years to get factories try new things. Again,
it goes back to taking a step into the unknown. Now 241 is
at a level where the product is better, and made more efficiently than before. I may blowing my own horn here, but I
am proud of what I have made.
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“Riding more, riding harder,
being more creative.”
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You see, making our sport progress means pushing the limits of what can be
done in the sport. It comes from staying on the hill and riding. I own two snowboard shops in Cali. Our commitment is to sell only product that riders get a
royalty from. Long story short, the more you support a rider, any rider, the more
they can stay on the hill. This translates to riding more, riding harder, being more
creative, and coming up with better ideas. We put equipment to the test to make
it better. That raises the bar across the board which means riders have better
gear to choose from. This is also a natural chain reaction of helping the progression of the sport. That’s what it’s all about.

- Mike Basich
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